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ABSTRACT

RNA polymerase (pol) III contains a dissociable
subcomplex that is required for initiation, but not
for elongation or termination of transcription. This
subcomplex is composed of subunits RPC3, RPC6
and RPC7, and interacts with TFIIIB, a factor that is
necessary and sufficient to support accurate pol III
transcription in vitro. Direct binding of TFIIIB to RPC6
is believed to recruit pol III to its genetic templates.
However, this has never been tested in vivo. Here we
combine chromatin immunoprecipitation with RNA
interference to demonstrate that the RPC3/6/7 sub-
complex is required for pol III recruitment in mam-
malian cells. Specific knockdown of RPC6 by RNAi
results in post-transcriptional depletion of the other
components of the subcomplex, RPC3 and RPC7,
without destabilizing core pol III subunits or TFIIIB.
The resultant core enzyme is defective in associating
with TFIIIB and target genes in vivo. Promoter
occupancy by pol II is unaffected, despite sharing
five subunits with the pol III core. These observations
provide evidence for the validity in vivo of the model
for pol III recruitment that was built on biochemical
data.

INTRODUCTION

Pol III is the largest of the RNA polymerases, containing
17 subunits with an aggregate mass of around 700 kDa
(1–5). All its products are short untranslated transcripts,
which include tRNA and 5S rRNA, as well as the 7SL
RNA component of the signal recognition particle. Other
essential pol III products include the MRP, U6 and H1
RNAs, which are involved in processing of pre-rRNA,
mRNA and tRNA respectively. Pol III has also been
implicated recently in transcribing a subset of human
microRNAs (6).

Pol III transcription is best characterized in
Saccharomyces cerevisiae (1–5). Elegant biochemical ana-
lysis revealed that pol III from this yeast is recruited to

its target genes through protein-protein interactions with
the transcription initiation factor TFIIIB (7). Indeed,
S. cerevisiae TFIIIB is necessary and sufficient to support
multiple rounds of accurately-initiated transcription (7). In
both yeast and mammals, TFIIIB is a complex containing
the TATA-binding protein (TBP) and two associated
factors, termed TFIIB-related factor 1 (Brf1) and B
double prime 1 (Bdp1) (1,2,4). Of these, Brf1 is primarily
responsible for contacting the polymerase (1,2,4). It can
bind to the pol III-specific subunit RPC6 from yeast or
humans, as shown by two-hybrid and GST pull-down
assays with the isolated components (8–11). This is
consistent with DNA photocrosslinking experiments with
purified yeast pol III and TFIIIB, which indicate that
RPC6 is located alongside Brf1 in the preinitiation complex
(12). An interaction has also been detected between
recombinant human RPC6 and TBP (11), but this was
not observed in yeast.
Saccharomyces cerevisiae mutants of RPC6 are specifi-

cally defective in transcription initiation (13). In both
budding yeast and human pol III, RPC6 forms a stable
subcomplex with RPC3 and RPC7 (11,14,15) (Alternative
names for subunits are listed in Table 1). Although it is
retained in the presence of 2M urea, the RPC3/6/7
subcomplex dissociates from the core of yeast or human
pol III during native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
or prolonged sucrose gradient sedimentation (11,14). The
core human enzyme missing these three subunits is
competent for transcript elongation and termination, but
has lost the ability to initiate transcription in a promoter-
directedmanner (11). Accurate initiation can be restored by
addition of the RPC3/6/7 subcomplex reconstituted from
recombinant forms of its three components (11). A role in
initiation is supported by electron microscopic analysis,
which places the subcomplex at the DNA-binding cleft of
yeast pol III (16). These observations resulted in a model
in which the subcomplex provides the interface between
TFIIIB and pol III core that is required to position the
latter at the transcription start site.
The model for pol III recruitment is based on extremely

strong biochemical data, as well as yeast two hybrid
evidence for interaction in vivo between overexpressed
RPC6 and Brf1. However, it has yet to be confirmed
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in vivo under physiological conditions. We have attempted
to do this in mammalian cells, using siRNAs directed
against the RPC6 mRNA. We were interested to find that
depleting endogenous RPC6 results in a specific post-
transcriptional reduction of RPC7 and RPC3 protein
levels, suggesting that subcomplex stability may depend
on RPC6. As expected, this treatment compromises the
expression of pol III products. Although occupancy of pol
III templates by TFIIIB is unaffected, association of core
polymerase subunits is compromised. Some of these core
subunits are shared with pol II and their occupancy of pol
II promoters remains normal. These data confirm that the
RPC3/6/7 complex is necessary for specific recruitment of
endogenous pol III to its target genes in vivo.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell culture

Immortalized mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEF)/3T3
cells were cultured in DMEM supplemented with
10% FCS, 2mM L-glutamine, 100 U/ml penicillin and
100 U/ml streptomycin.

RNAi

MEF/3T3 cells were transfected at 40% confluence to a
final concentration of 100 nM siRNA oligonucleotides,
delivered using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen). Medium
was replaced after 5 h and cells were harvested after a fur-
ther 48 h. The siRNAs used were RPC6 si1 50-GGAAAA
ACUGGUCUAUCAA-30, RPC6 si2 50-GGAUUCUCAG
AAUGCUGGU-30 and GFP (Cycle 3), all from Ambion.

RT-PCR analysis

RT-PCR of ARPP P0 mRNA, 5S rRNA, 7SK, pre-rRNA
and tRNA transcripts was performed as previously (17,18).
RT-PCR of RPC6 mRNA used primers 50-CACAAG
AGGTGGAGGGAAAA-30 and 50-GGATCCTCTGTG
GAGCTGAG-30 to give a 213 bp product using the fol-
lowing cycling parameters: 958C for 3min, 22 cycles of
(958C for 1min, 648C for 30 s, 728C for 1min), 728C for
5min. RT-PCR of RPC7 mRNA used primers 50-GTAGA
ATCTGCGGCTCCTTG-30 and 50-TACAGGAAACAG
GGGTGGAG-30 to give a 244 bp product using the fol-
lowing cycling parameters: 958C for 3min, 26 cycles of
(958C for 1min, 558C for 30 s, 728C for 1min), 728C for
5min. RT-PCR of RPC3 mRNA used primers 50-ACACA

AAAGCATCCCTGGAC-30 and 50-GGAGCTCCTCAA
CAATCAGC-30 to give a 207 bp product using the fol-
lowing cycling parameters: 958C for 3min, 22 cycles of
(958C for 1min, 598C for 30 s, 728C for 1min), 728C for
5min.

Cell extracts and immunoblotting

Whole cell extracts for immunoblotting were prepared
as described (19). Immunoblotting was performed as
previously (20), using antibodies C11 against actin, N-15
against TFIIIC63, SI-1 against TBP (all Santa Cruz
Biotechnologies); Ab26185 against RPC3 (Abcam); MAb
c39 against RPC6, MAb c32 against RPC7, MAb B6-1
against RPB6, MAb B8-1 against RPB8 (21), 1900 against
RPC1, Ab4 against TFIIIC220, 3208 against TFIIIC110,
3238 against TFIIIC102, 1898 against TFIIIC90, 128
against Brf1, 2663 against Bdp1 (22,23).

Transcription assays

Transcription in vitro was carried out as previously (20).
The pLeu template has been described (24), the pol I pre-
rRNA template was pMrWT (25) which was linearized
using EcoR1.

Co-immunoprecipitation

Cells were washed in ice-cold PBS and scraped into IP
buffer (50mMHEPES pH 7.5, 5mM EDTA, 10mMNaF,
150mM NaCl, 25% glycerol, 0.5% Triton X-100, 0.5mM
PMSF, 0.5 mg/ml leupeptin, 0.7mg/ml pepstatin, 0.5 mg/ml
aprotinin, 40 mg/ml bestatin, 1mM sodium vanadate and
50mM b-glycerophosphate). After 15min on ice, extracts
were passed three times through a 26G needle and insoluble
material was removed by centrifugation at 14 000 g for
15min prior to immunoprecipitation. Extracts (500 mg)
were pre-cleared on an orbital shaker with 30 ml of protein
G–Sepharose beads and then incubated for 3 h at 48C with
30 ml of protein G–Sepharose beads carrying 1 mg of pre-
bound IgG. Supernatants were removed and beads washed
three times with 500 ml of 20mM HEPES pH7.9, 12mM
MgCl2, 0.1mM EDTA and 17% glycerol. Antibodies used
for immunoprecipitations were normal mouse IgG (Santa
Cruz Biotechnologies) and MAb B8-1 against RPB8 (31).

Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP)

ChIP was performed as previously described (26). Immu-
noprecipitated DNA was quantified by PCR using
published primers and amplification procedures. Anti-
bodies used were 1900 against RPC1 (RPC155) and 128
against Brf1 (22,23); Ab7 against TFIIIC220 (27); MAb
c39 against RPC6 andMAbB6-1 against RPB8 (21); R-124
against Cyclin D1 and FL-109 against TFIIA (Santa Cruz
Biotechnologies). Primers used for PCR reactions have
been described elsewhere (17,28). Serial dilutions of input
chromatin were used to establish that PCRs were in the
linear range.

Table 1. Alternative names used for the pol III subunits investigated in

this study

Pol III subunit Alternative names
(H. sapiens)

Alternative names
(S. cerevisiae)

RPC1 RPC155 C160
RPC3 RPC62 C82
RPC6 RPC39 C34
RPC7 RPC32 C31
RPB6 RPB14.4 ABC23
RPB8 RPB17 ABC14.5
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RESULTS

RNAi of RPC6 causes post-transcriptional depletion
of RPC3 and RPC7

To examine the role of RPC6 in vivo, siRNAs were
transiently transfected into immortalized mouse embry-
onic fibroblasts (MEFs). As a precaution against off-target
effects, we used two alternative siRNAs, si1 and si2, that
recognize distinct regions of the RPC6mRNA (Figure 1A).
Both were found by immunoblotting to reduce RPC6
expression, relative to controls that were either mock-
transfected or transfected with an irrelevant siRNA against
the mRNA encoding green fluorescent protein (GFP).
This effect was specific, since none of the core subunits
examined (RPC1, RPB6 and RPB8) showed any change.
Expression of the actin loading control was also unaffected.
However, levels of RPC3 and RPC7 were both diminished
significantly. As described above, these two subunits form
a subcomplex with RPC6 that can be dissociated from the
core of pol III (11,14,15). Despite the clear decrease in
their protein expression, the mRNAs that encode RPC3
and RPC7 were not affected by the RPC6 siRNAs
(Figure 1B). This excludes the possibility that the siRNAs
act directly in these cases and indicates that the selective
depletion of RPC3 and RPC7 is a post-transcriptional
effect. A plausible scenario is that the stability of these
subunits is compromised in the absence of their partner
RPC6. RPC7 is predicted to contain long stretches of
disordered amino acid residues and to adopt a rather
extended conformation (16). These features may contribute
to its instability when deprived of its partners.

Depletion of RPC3/6/7 compromises pol III
transcription in vitro and in vivo

Transcription assays were carried out in vitro using whole
cell extracts prepared from MEFs after RNAi. The ability
to transcribe a tRNALeu template was severely compro-
mised by transfection with si1 or si2 against RPC6, relative
to the GFP control siRNA (Figure 2A). In contrast, little
or no effect was seen in parallel on pol I transcription from
an rRNA promoter (Figure 2A). This observation supports
the evidence published byWang et al. (11) that the RPC3/6/
7 subcomplex is required for promoter-directed pol III
transcription in vitro.

To investigate if this effect is replicated in vivo, RT-PCR
reactions were carried out over a linear range with RNA
extracted from the transfected cells. Expression of every
pol III product examined was lower in the cells treated with
the RPC6 siRNAs compared to controls that were mock-
transfected or treated with GFP siRNA (Figure 2B). This
was the case for 5S rRNA, tRNALeu, tRNATyr, MRP and
7SK RNAs, which provide representatives of each of the
three main promoter types that are utilized by pol III (2,3).
In contrast, little or no change was detected in levels of
the pol II-dependent mRNA encoding ARPP P0 or the pol
I-dependent pre-rRNA, 5.8S rRNA and 28S rRNA
(Figure 2B). We conclude that depletion of the RPC3/6/7
subcomplex causes a specific defect in pol III transcription,
both in vitro and in vivo.

Interaction between pol III and TFIIIB is disrupted
by RPC6 RNAi

Pull-down assays using recombinant proteins indicated
that RPC6 binds directly to the TFIIIB components TBP
and Brf1 (29). We used co-immunoprecipitation assays to
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Figure 1. Knockdown of RPC6 results in a post-transcriptional
decrease in RPC3 and RPC7 protein levels. (A) Cell lysates were
prepared from cells treated with GFP siRNA, RPC6 si1 siRNA, RPC6
si2 siRNA or mock-transfected with the siRNA dilutant (mock). These
extracts were resolved on SDS-polyacrylamide gels and analysed by
western immunoblotting with antibodies specific to the indicated
proteins. (B) RT-PCR analysis of the indicated transcripts from cells
treated as above.
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investigate whether the interaction between endogenous
pol III and TFIIIB is disrupted by loss of RPC6. Although
expression of the TFIIIB subunits (Brf1, TBP and Bdp1) is
not affected by RPC6 siRNAs (Figure 3A), co-immuno-
precipitation of Brf1 with pol III was greatly diminished,
as determined using an antibody against RPB8
(Figure 3B). In contrast, interaction of the core pol III
subunit RPC1 with RPB8 was not compromised by the
RPC6 siRNA (Figure 3B). These data provide evidence
that the RPC3/6/7 subcomplex is important for the stable
association of endogenous pol III with TFIIIB.

RNAi of RPC6 selectively reduces crosslinking
of pol III to its target genes in vivo

ChIP assays were used to investigate gene occupancy in vivo
by pol III, TFIIIB and TFIIIC (Figure 4A). The primers
employed detect crosslinking throughout the promoter and
transcribed regions. As expected, the core pol III subunit
RPC1 was clearly detected at 5S rRNA, tRNA and 7SK
genes, but not at the cyclin D2 promoter, which directs pol
II transcription. In contrast, the pol II-specific factor
TFIIA is crosslinked to the cyclin D2 promoter, but not to
any of the pol III templates, as reported previously (30).
Brf1 and TFIIIC were detected at 5S rRNA and tRNA
genes, but not at the 7SK gene, which has a type III
promoter that does not utilize Brf1 or TFIIIC (2). These
controls confirm the specificity of the assays. Although
expression of RPC1 was unaffected (Figure 1A), its
crosslinking to pol III templates was diminished in cells
transfected with either siRNA against RPC6, compared

with those receiving the negative control siRNA against
GFP (Figure 4A and B). In contrast, no consistent change
was found for Brf1 or TFIIIC. These data suggest that
depletion of RPC3/6/7 compromises gene occupancy by
pol III despite the presence of the transcription factors that
are required for its recruitment.

Further ChIP assays were performed with anti-
bodies that recognize additional polymerase subunits.
As expected, RPC6 was detected at pol III templates in
cells transfected with control siRNA against GFP, but was
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Precipitates were resolved by SDS-PAGE and then analysed by western
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not detected at the cyclin D2 promoter (Figure 5A). In
contrast, the RPB8 subunit, which is shared between pols II
and III, was detected at all the genes examined.
Transfection with either RPC6 siRNA resulted in a clear
decrease in occupancy of this subunit on tRNA, 5S rRNA
and 7SK genes, compared to the GFP negative control
(Figure 5A). This is consistent with the reduced RPC6
protein levels. In addition, crosslinking of RPB8 was
reduced on the pol III-transcribed genes, despite the
unchanged levels of this subunit (Figure 1A). On average,
crosslinking of this subunit to pol III templates was
reduced by RPC6 siRNA to approximately 35% of control
(Figure 5B). This change is specific, as it was not seen on the
cyclin D2 promoter, where RPB8 is recruited as part of pol
II. These data demonstrate that depletion of the RPC3/6/7
subcomplex compromises crosslinking of core polymerase
subunits to pol III- but not pol II-transcribed genes.

DISCUSSION

These experiments have tested directly the model that the
subcomplex comprising RPC3, RPC6 and RPC7 mediates

specific recruitment of pol III to its genetic templates. Our
data provide evidence that this is indeed the case in vivo,
thereby providing support for a key aspect of our current
understanding of the mechanistic basis of pol III transcrip-
tion. RPC6 was depleted using two independent siRNAs in
order to avoid off-target effects. This resulted in a post-
transcriptional decrease in the levels of RPC3 and RPC7
proteins, which suggests that binding to RPC6 is required
for the stability of the other subcomplex components
in vivo. A specific decrease was observed in the expression
of pol III products. ChIP assays demonstrated that gene
occupancy by TFIIIB and TFIIIC was undiminished, but
crosslinking of pol III subunits was compromised severely.
These data can be explained by a specific defect in pol III
recruitment.
Although it has not been reported in mammals, an

interaction has been detected in S. cerevisiae between Brf1
and RPC9 (also called C17) (31). This is consistent with the
presence of RPC9 in a stalk that is presented on the surface
of pol III alongside the RPC3/6/7 complex, providing
the potential for simultaneous binding of RPC6 and RPC9
to Brf1 (16). Our data suggest that if such an interaction
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is conserved in mammals, it is insufficient to allow
robust recruitment of pol III to promoters in the absence
of RPC3/6/7.
7SK genes have TATA-containing type III promoters,

similar to those of some mammalian U6 genes (1–3). A
paradigm U6 promoter was shown not to utilize Brf1 (32)
and we found evidence that 7SK genes are not occupied by

Brf1 in vivo (Figure 4). Instead, these promoters require a
form of TFIIIB in which Brf1 is replaced by a shorter
family member called Brf2, with which it has <18%
identity (32,33). Despite this limited homology, it was
anticipated that Brf1 and Brf2 perform similar functions.
Our data provide support for this assumption, by showing
that pol III recruitment to 7SK genes requires the same
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RPC3/6/7 subcomplex that binds to Brf1 (Figures 4 and 5).
As far as we are aware, this has not been shown previously.
It is likely that Brf1 and Brf2 present a similar surface to
pol III that can be recognized by RPC3/6/7.

The original model of pol III recruitment was based on
biochemical assays with fractionated components, which
showed that TFIIIB and TFIIIC are both assembled
prior to pol III on a tRNA or 5S rRNA gene. However,
evidence has also been presented for a holoenzyme, in
which pol III is pre-assembled with TFIIIB (29,34,35).
Our data imply that holoenzyme formation is not required
for TFIIIB recruitment in vivo, as ChIP assays provide
no evidence for decreased gene occupancy by TFIIIB
when its interaction with pol III is compromised
(Figure 4). This by no means invalidates the holoenzyme
model, but does suggest that efficient interaction with pol
III is not a pre-requisite for TFIIIB to occupy its target
promoters.

Much of what we currently know about the mechanics
of pol III transcription was gleaned through biochemical
analyses. There is therefore value in testing the extent to
which current models can correctly predict molecular
behaviour under physiological conditions in vivo. A com-
bination of RNAi with ChIP has allowed us to test the
prediction that RPC6 is crucial for recruitment of pol III to
its chromosomal templates. Our data provide strong
support for this model of one of the key steps in gene
transcription.
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